
Vision:  Safe, integrated and improved rail network services and stations that are accessible to everyone.

Priorities
To plan and carry out the efficient delivery of the Cross River Rail project and other related transport projects.

The Cross River Rail Delivery Authority is guided by the Cross River Rail Delivery Authority Act 2016.

Opportunities
<    Pursuing innovative approaches to project funding
<    Leveraging industry changing levels of innovation 
<    Embedding an organisational culture that is responsive  

and resilient to change
<    Providing enhanced public transport connectivity  

in preparation for the Brisbane 2032 Olympic and  
Paralympic Games

Functions
<   Enter and manage contracts and other arrangements for project 

construction and operation

<   Manage project planning, including inviting and evaluating 
proposals, and procuring or supplying infrastructure/services

<   Partner with stakeholders regarding funding  
opportunities and delivery

<   Obtain relevant approvals or authorities required

<   Ensure provision of and safely manage infrastructure, 
construction, commissioning, delivery and other services

Challenges
<    Maintaining independence from government
<    Attracting and retaining the appropriate skillset  

and expertise required
<    Managing the expectations of a diverse  

range of stakeholders
<    Managing the impact of COVID-19, weather and  

geo-political events on supply chains

Purpose
To deliver economic development and transport outcomes that maximise benefits for Queenslanders.

Tracking  
Performance

Objectives 
Deliver and facilitate 

transformational 
transport  

infrastructure 
development

Optimise economic  
and social  

development 
opportunities

Operate commercially 
while maintaining  

strong relationships  
across sectors and 

agencies

<    Deliver value-for-money transport 
infrastructure solutions

<    Promote projects throughout 
development and delivery cycles

<    Cross River Rail is delivered on 
time and on budget

<    Consult with stakeholders
<    Align development and social 

licence targets with broader 
state, local and federal 
government policy objectives

<    Land-use/transport planning is 
integrated and functional

<    Empower staff to make sound 
commercial and strategic 
decisions

<    Attract, build and engage a 
skilled, diverse and capable 
workforce

<    Maintain strong relationships 
across sectors, agencies and 
borders

<    Workforce satisfaction  
is maintained

<    Stakeholders understand  
and support the project  
(social licence) 

Approach

<    Good jobs: Good, secure jobs in our traditional  
and emerging industries

<    Better services: Deliver even better services right  
across Queensland

<    Great lifestyle: Protect and enhance our Queensland  
lifestyle as we grow.
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We will respect, protect and promote human rights in our decision-making and actions.

The Cross River Rail Delivery Authority  
supports the Government’s objectives  
for the community:


